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Density functional theory is applied to ion-induced nucleation of dipolar molecules. The predicted
reversible work shows a sign preference, resulting in a difference in the nucleation rate by a factor
of 10–102, for realistic values of model parameters. The sign effect is found to decrease
systematically as the supersaturation is increased. The asymmetry of a molecule is shown to be
directly responsible for the sign preference in ion-induced nucleation. ©1995 American Institute of
Physics.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The presence of ions has been shown to greatly enha
the rate of nucleation of liquid drops in a supersaturat
vapor.1–6 The phenomenon of ion-induced nucleation pla
an important role in atmospheric condensation, particula
in the ionosphere. While both positive and negative ions
crease the nucleation rate, a variety of substances exhib
dependence of the nucleation rate on the sign of the ion1–6

No theory currently exists that is capable of predicting th
sign dependence.

One of the key quantities in estimating a nucleation ra
is the reversible work to form a critical nucleus from a met
stable state. Unlike the case of homogeneous nucleation
metastable state relevant here is identified as the one wi
vapor-solvated ion. The earliest attempt to calculate the
versible work of ion-induced nucleation is due to Thomson7

based on the theory of capillarity, where a nucleus, eith
critical or metastable, is represented as a bulk liquid enclo
by an interface of zero thickness with an ion placed at t
center. The reversible work is then given in terms of t
thermodynamic quantities such as the surface tension, die
tric constants of the bulk phases, etc. The reversible w
depends onq2, whereq is the ion charge, and has no depe
dence on the sign ofq.

Physically, the dependence of the ion-induced nucleat
rate of a substance on the sign of the ion charge must a
from some asymmetry in the molecular interactions. Su
asymmetry should, in principle, manifest itself in a sign d
pendence of the relevant thermodynamic quantities such
the surface tension. Several attempts have been made t
corporate molecular characteristics within the framework
the capillarity theory,4,8,9 where a certain structure in the in
terfacial region is inevitably assumed. A somewhat differe
approach was taken by Rusanov and Kuni,10,11 in which the
surface tension is related to the ion charge and the dista
between two dividing surfaces located in the interfacial r
gion. The reversible work predicted by the theory shows e
treme sensitivity to this distance,12 a slight change of which
results in a reversal of the sign preference in the nucleat
rate. It has also been noted12 that, except for its inability to
explain the sign effect, the best predictions of the reversi
work, when compared with experimental data, come fro
the original Thomson’s equation.

Clearly, even a qualititative description of ion-induce
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nucleation requires a theory based on a statistical mechanic
treatment, which assumes an intermolecular potential as th
fundamental information required to evaluate the relevan
thermodynamic potentials. One of such approaches is to d
rectly evaluate the partition function of a nucleus by Monte
Carlo simulation. Recently, major progress has been made i
this direction for homogeneous nucleation by Reiss and
co-workers.13–15An alternative, and computationally less de-
manding, approach is to use density functional theory. The
theory was first applied to homogeneous nucleation in a one
component system by Oxtoby and Evans.16 In this theory, the
grand potentialV ~equal to2pV for a uniform system! is
written as a functional of order parameters such as the ave
age number density of molecules. The critical nucleus is ob
tained from the stationarity condition of the grand potential
with respect to the density profile. Recently, the theory has
also been applied to binary homogeneous nucleation.17

In this work, we present a density functional theory for
ion-induced nucleation of dipolar molecules. Asymmetry is
introduced into a molecule by placing a dipole moment at
some fixed distance from its center. As a result of the asym
metric nature of the molecules and their interactions with the
ion, the reversible work acquires a dependence on the io
charge.

The outline of this paper is as follows. In Sec. II, we first
briefly review some of the important results from the general
framework of density functional theory, and then develop a
density functional for the grand potential in terms of two
order parameters, the number density of molecules, and th
average dipole moment. Bulk properties are derived from the
density functional. Section III describes the solution methods
to determine the equilibrium profiles. The reversible work of
nucleation is obtained from the equilibrium profiles and re-
ported in Sec. IV. Finally, some concluding remarks are
given with a brief discussion in Sec. V.

II. DENSITY FUNCTIONAL THEORY

A. The model and some general results

Let us consider a system of spherical molecules each o
which has a dipole of momentp0 located at some fixed dis-
tancea from its center. For simplicity, the dipole moment is
assumed to be pointing in the radial direction with respect to
the center of the molecule, as shown in Fig. 1. Suppose tha
913913/12/$6.00 © 1995 American Institute of Physics¬to¬AIP¬license¬or¬copyright,¬see¬http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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914 Kusaka, Wang, and Seinfeld: Ion-induced nucleation
the interaction potentialf ~1,2! between one molecule atr1
with orientationR̂1 and the other atr2 with orientationR̂2
can be written as

f~1,2!5fd~r 12!1fatt~r 12!1fp~1,2!, ~1!

wherer 125ur22r1u. We use the notationj to represent both
the translational and orientational coordinates of moleculej .
fd(r 12) is the hard sphere potential given by

fd~r 12!5H 1`, if r 12,d

0, otherwise
. ~2!

fatt(r 12) is the perturbative attractive potential whose e
plicit form is chosen to be

fatt~r 12!52eS d

r 12
D 6, ~3!

wheree is a positive constant.fp(1,2) is thedipole–dipole
interaction between molecules 1 and 2, and is given by

fp~1,2!5
p0

2

u12
3 @R̂1•R̂223~R̂1•û12!~R̂2•û12!#, ~4!

whereuj5r j1aR̂j , u125uu22u1u, andû125~u22u1!/u12. To
avoid complications due to possible overlap of two dipole
we choosea to be smaller thand/2.

Consider an open system, for which the grand poten
V is the proper thermodynamic potential. In density fun
tional theory,V of the system is given as a functional o
order parameters such as the position-orientation distribu
function r~r ,R̂! defined by

r~r ,R̂![K (
j51

N

d~r2r j !d~R̂2R̂j !L . ~5!

Later, we shall use the particle density distribution functio

n~r ![K (
j51

N

d~r2r j !L ~6!

FIG. 1. Model of a dipolar molecule and an ion. The molecule has a dip
momentp0 pointing outward with respect to its center at a distancea from
the center. An ion is represented as a point charge placed at the cente
hard sphere of radiusr ion .
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and the orientation distribution function

m~r ,R̂![r~r ,R̂!/n~r !. ~7!

From the definition Eqs.~5!–~7!, it follows that

n~r !5E dR̂ r~r ,R̂! ~8!

and

E dR̂ m~r ,R̂!51. ~9!

In terms ofr~r ,R̂!, V is given exactly by18

V@r#5Fr@r#2E d1 r~1!@m2v~1!#

1
1

2 E E d1 d2 r~1!r~2!E
0

1

dl g~1,2;l!

3@f~1,2!2f r~1,2!#, ~10!

whereFr [r] is the intrinsic Helmholtz free energy of the
reference system in which molecules interact via potentia
f r(1,2).m is the chemical potential of the system.v~r ,R̂! is
the external potential, which arises from the ion–molecule
interaction in our study of ion-induced nucleation.g(1,2;l)
is the pair correlation function of the system with intermo-
lecular potential,

fl~1,2!5f r~1,2!1l@f~1,2!2f r~1,2!#. ~11!

We take a fluid of hard spheres as the reference system, f
which Fr [r] can be decomposed into the ideal gas contribu
tion,

F ideal@r#5kBTE d1 r~1!$ log@L3r~1!#21% ~12!

and the excess free energyFexc@r# due to the hard sphere
exclusion.kB is the Boltzmann constant,T is temperature,
and L is de Broglie’s thermal wavelength. Following the
previous work on homogeneous nucleation by Oxtoby an
Evans,16 we introduce the local density approximation, under
which

Fexc@r#'E dr1 f
exc~n~r1!!. ~13!

To approximate the excess free energy densityf exc~n~r !! per
unit volume of the reference system of densityn, Carnahan–
Starling’s formula19 is employed

f exc~n!5kBTn
y~423y!

~12y!2
, ~14!

wherey[(p/6)d3n. Because little is known about the pair-
correlation functions of inhomogeneous fluids in which mol-
ecules assume orientational degrees of freedom, some a
proximation is required. Following Oxtoby and Evans,16 we
employ the approximation

g~1,2;l!'H~r 122d!, ~15!

whereH is the Heaviside step function and independent ofl.
It follows that

le
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915Kusaka, Wang, and Seinfeld: Ion-induced nucleation
V@r#5kBTE d1 r~1!$ log@L3r~1!#21%

1E dr1 f
exc„n~r1!…2E d1 r~1!@m2v~1!#

1
1

2 E E d1 d2 r~1!r~2!H~r 122d!

3@fatt~r 12!1fp~1,2!#. ~16!

The equilibrium distribution forr~r ,R̂! is determined by the
stationarity condition of the grand potential

dV

dr~1!
50. ~17!

From Eqs.~16! and ~17!, we obtain

kBT log@L3r~1!#1mexc„n~r1!…2@m2v~1!#

1E d2 r~2!H~r 122d!@fatt~r 12!1fp~1,2!#50, ~18!

where we have definedmexc(n)[] f exc/]n. The solution of
Eq. ~18! can be used in Eq.~16! to evaluateV of the system.

In our study of ion-induced nucleation, an ion is taken
a point charge placed at the center of a hard sphere, wh
itself is supposed to be fixed at the center of a cluster. T
ion–molecule interaction can be treated as an external po
tial, which is composed of the hard core repulsive poten
and

2p0R̂•E~u!, ~19!
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 102Downloaded¬15¬Sep¬2007¬to¬131.215.225.9.¬Redistribution¬subject
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whereE is the electric field due to the ion. It will be readily
observed from Eqs.~16!, ~18!, and~19! that flipping the di-
pole moment embodied in each molecule and simultaneou
reversing the direction of the electric field~by changing the
sign of the ion charge! leavesr~r ,R̂! and V unchanged.
However, for a given direction of the dipole moments, bot
r~r ,R̂! and V change when the sign of the ion charge i
changed.

B. Approximate formulas

The solution of the full distribution functionr~r ,R̂! re-
quires inordinate computer time and memory. To reduce th
computational task, we make a further mean field approx
mation, where the orientational degrees of freedomR̂ is re-
placed by an order parameterp~r ! defined by

p~r ![E dR̂ m~r ,R̂!R̂. ~20!

As a result of interactions with other molecules and the e
ternal field, the molecule atr orients itself in various direc-
tions with a certain probabilitym~r ,R̂!. On average, how-
ever, the molecule can be described as having a dipo
momentp~r !. For a specified functional form ofp~r !, the
distribution functionm~r ,R̂! consistent with thisp~r ! is not
unique. Therefore, some approximation must be employed
introducep~r ! instead ofm~r ,R̂!.

Without any loss of generality, Eq.~7! may be intro-
duced into Eq.~16!
V@n~r !,m~r ,R̂!#5kBTE d1 n~r1!m~1!log m~1!1E dr1 f d~n~r1!!2E d1 n~r1!m~1!@m2v~1!#

1
1

2 E E dr1 dr2 n~r1!n~r2!H~r 122d!fatt~r 12!1
1

2 E E d1 d2 n~r1!n~r2!

3m~1!m~2!H~r 122d!fp~1,2!, ~21!
t

e

e

where f d(n) is the Helmholtz free energy density per uni
volume of the reference system, and is given by

f d~n!5kBTn@ log~L3n!21#1 f exc~n!. ~22!

In the first term of Eq.~21!, the quantity

2kBE dR̂ m~r ,R̂!log m~r ,R̂! ~23!

represents the entropy of a molecule atr associated with its
orientational degrees of freedom. In order to express th
quantity in terms ofp~r !, we choose a particularm~r ,R̂! as
an ansatz. In our mean field approximation, we take

m~r ,R̂!5
1

Z
expS p0R̂•E0

kBT
D , ~24!
,¬
is

the orientation distribution function of a molecule in an aux-
iliary uniform electric fieldE0. Z is the normalization con-
stant determined by Eq.~9!

Z5E dR̂ expS p0R̂•E0

kBT
D5

4pkBT

p0E0
sinhS p0E0

kBT
D . ~25!

Namely, for every pointr in the system, we assignm~r ,R̂!
which would be obtained if the molecule were subject to th
uniform external fieldE0 and there were no interaction
among molecules. The auxiliary electric fieldE0 to be im-
posed on the molecule is determined so that it yields th
specifiedp~r ! given by Eq.~20!:

p~r !52
1

x
1coth x, ~26!
No. 2, 8 January 1995to¬AIP¬license¬or¬copyright,¬see¬http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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where x[p0E0/kBT and p~r ! and E0 are parallel to each
other. For the ansatz ofm~r ,R̂! employed here,

2E dR̂ m~r ,R̂!log m~r ,R̂!5 logS 4p

x
sinh xD2xp~r !,

~27!

which, along with Eq.~26!, serves as a parametric represen
tation of the orientational entropy~divided bykB! of a mol-
ecule. It is more convenient, however, to represent this qua
tity as a function ofp~r ! only. For this purpose, the right-
hand side of Eq.~26! and the logarithmic term in Eq.~27! are
expanded in power series ofx. Inverting the former series for
p~r ! and substituting the resulting series in the latter, on
finds

2E dR̂ m~r ,R̂!log m~r ,R̂!

5 log 4p2 3
2p~r !22 9

20p~r !42 99
350p~r !6

2 1539
7000p~r !81O~p10!. ~28!

From the parametric representation Eqs.~26! and~27!, it can
be shown that

2E dR̂ m~r ,R̂!log m~r ,R̂!; log@12p~r !2#

as p~r !2→1. ~29!

To recapture such limiting behavior, we employ the Pad´
approximation, by which the right-hand side of Eq.~28! is
resummed as
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 102,Downloaded¬15¬Sep¬2007¬to¬131.215.225.9.¬Redistribution¬subject¬
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2E dR̂ m~r ,R̂!log m~r ,R̂!

' log 4p1 log@12p~r !2#

2 1
2p~r !21 1

20p~r !41 53
1050p~r !61 211

7000p~r !8

[sort~p~r !!, ~30!

where the coefficients ofp~r !2k are determined so as to en-
sure the matching of two expressions at the smallp~r ! limit.
In Fig. 2, Eq.~30! is compared with the ‘‘exact’’ result using
parametric representation given by Eqs.~26! and ~27!. As is
seen from Fig. 2, the two representations are indistinguish
able.

The remainder of the terms in Eq.~21! can be treated
similarly. To further simplify the equation, we have ex-
pandedv(1) andfp(1,2) arounda50. Retaining the terms
up toO(a/d), we obtain

FIG. 2. Orientational entropy per molecule~divided bykB!. The Pade´ ap-
proximation, Eq.~30!, is compared with the ‘‘exact’’ result using the para-
metric representation, Eqs.~26! and ~27!.
V@n~r !,p~r !#52kBTE dr1 n~r1!s
ort~p~r1!!1E dr1 f d~n~r1!!2E dr1 n~r1!Fm1p0pa~r1!S Ea~r1!

1
3

5
a

]Ea

]xb
U
r5r1

pb~r1!D G1
1

2 E E dr1 dr2 n~r1!n~r2!H~r 122d!fatt~r 12!

1
1

2 E E dr1 dr2 n~r1!n~r2!H~r 122d!S Fab
p ~r12!1

3

5
a

]Fab
p

]xg
U
r5r12

@pg~r2!2pg~r1!# D pa~r1!pb~r2!,

~31!

where, for clarity, we use tensor notation to represent electrostatic terms.Fab
p ~r ! is defined by

Fab
p ~r !5p0

2S dab

r 3
2
3xaxb

r 5 D , ~32!

andxa is theath component ofr in Cartesian coordinate system. In arriving at Eq.~31! we have used the following relation:

E dR̂ m~r ,R̂!R̂aR̂b5S 132
1

5
p~r !2D dab1

3

5
pa~r !pb~r !1O~p4! ~33!

by employing the ansatz form~r ,R̂! given by Eq.~24!. As before, the stationarity condition ofV determines the equilibrium
profiles forn~r ! andp~r !:
No. 2, 8 January 1995to¬AIP¬license¬or¬copyright,¬see¬http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp



917Kusaka, Wang, and Seinfeld: Ion-induced nucleation
dV

dn~r1!
50,

dV

dp~r1!
50, ~34!

subject to boundary conditions imposed by the hard core interaction with an ion. Written explicitly,

052kBTS
ort@p~r1!#1md@n~r1!#2Fm1p0pa~r1!S Ea~r1!1

3

5
a

]Ea

]xb
U
r5r1

pb~r1!D G1E dr2 n~r2!H~r 122d!fatt~r 12!

1E dr2 n~r2!H~r 122d!S Fab
p ~r12!1

3

5
a

]Fab
p

]xg
U
r5r12

@pg~r2!2pg~r1!# D pa~r1!pb~r2! ~35!

and

052kBT
dsort

dp~r1!

pa~r1!

p~r1!
2p0S Ea~r1!1

6

5
a

]Ea

]xb
U
r5r1

pb~r1!D 1E dr2 n~r2!H~r 122d!S Fab
p ~r12!

1
3

5
a

]Fab
p

]xg
U
r5r12

@pg~r2!22pg~r1!# D pb~r2!, ~36!
i

t

where use has been made of the fact that both]Ea/]xb and
]Fab

p /]xg are invariant with respect to any exchange of
dices and thatFab

p ~2r !5Fab
p ~r ! while ]Fab

p /]xgur5r12
5 2]Fab

p /]xgur5r21
. We have definedmd(n)[] f d/]n.

In our study of ion-induced nucleation, the system
spherically symmetric about the center of an ion. Taking t
as the origin, the electric field is given by

Ea~r !5q
xa

r 3
, ~37!

where q is the ion charge. For the particular choice
fatt(r 12) in Eq. ~3!, integrations with respect to the polar an
azimuthal angles in Eqs.~31!, ~35!, and~36! become analyti-
cally tractable, reducing the dimensionality of the integrals
two for Eq. ~31!, and one for Eqs.~35! and ~36!. We may
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 102Downloaded¬15¬Sep¬2007¬to¬131.215.225.9.¬Redistribution¬subjec
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now discretize the domain ofr . It can be shown that the
terms arising from the dipole–dipole interaction become
identically zero unlessr 1 and r 2 satisfy

~r 1 ,r 2!P$r ion1d/2<r 1<r ion13d/2

and r ion1d/2<r 2<r 11d%

or $r ion13d/2<r 1<r 0

and r 12d<r 2<r 11d%, ~38!

wherer 0 is the radius of the system boundary. The condition
~38! results from the volume exclusion represented by
H(r 122d). The contribution due to the dipole–dipole inter-
action is then expected to be small, and neglected as a firs
approximation. The validity of this approximation will be
examined in Sec. IV. The grand potential now becomes
V@n~r !,p~r !#524pkBTE r 1
2 dr1 n~r 1!s

ort~p~r 1!!14pE r 1
2 dr1 f d~n~r 1!!24pE r 1

2 dr1 n~r 1!

3Fm1p0q
p~r 1!

r 1
2 S 12

6

5

a

r 1
p~r 1! D G14pE r 1

2 dr1 n~r 1!S pE r 2
2dr2n~r 2!

3E
21

c~r1 ,r2!

d~cosu!fatt~r 12! D . ~39!
Note that

fatt~r 12!5ed6
d

d~cosu! S 2
1

4r 1r 2

3
1

~r 1
21r 2

222r 1r 2 cosu!2D . ~40!
t

c(r 1 ,r 2) is unity except whenr 1 andr 2 satisfy the condition
~38!, in which case

c~r 1 ,r 2!5
r 1
21r 2

22d2

2r 1r 2
. ~41!

The sign preference of the grand potential is clearly seen
in Eq. ~39!. Consider a system in equilibrium and suppose
that the sign of the chargeq is reversed. Ifa were zero, the
, No. 2, 8 January 1995¬to¬AIP¬license¬or¬copyright,¬see¬http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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918 Kusaka, Wang, and Seinfeld: Ion-induced nucleation
system would establish a new equilibrium state by simp
reversing the sign ofp(r ) without changing its magnitude o
n(r ), since the grand potential is invariant with respect
simultaneous reversal ofq andp(r ). However, for any non-
zero value ofa, V is no longer invariant and the system ha
to modify bothn(r ) and the magnitude ofp(r ) as well as its
sign to establish a new equilibrium state, which in gene
affects the value ofV. The equilibrium profiles forn(r ) and
p(r ) are determined by

052kBTs
ort~p~r 1!!1md~n~r 1!!2Fm1p0q

p~r 1!

r 1
2

3S 12
6

5

a

r 1
p~r 1! D G12pE r 2

2 dr2 n~r 2!

3E
21

c~r1 ,r2!

d~cosu!fatt~r 12! ~42!

and

052kBT
dsort

dp~r 1!
2
p0q

r 1
2 S 12

12

5

a

r 1
p~r 1! D . ~43!

Note that Eq.~43! is now independent ofn(r ) as a result of
ignoring the dipole–dipole interaction.

C. Bulk properties

In the absence of the external field, the thermodynam
properties of a homogeneous system can be easily der
from Eq. ~16!. Since such a system is isotropic as well, w
may setr~r ,R̂)5n/4p in Eq. ~16!, from which the Helm-
holtz free energy density per unit volume of the system
densityn is obtained:

f ~T,n!52p1mn52kBTn log 4p1 f d~n!2
a

8p
n2.

~44!

Note thatV52pV for a homogeneous system.a is defined
here by

a[2
1

4pV E E d1 d2 H~r 122d!@fatt~r 12!1fp~1,2!#

524pE dr12 H~r 122d!fatt~r 12!, ~45!

where we have used the fact that the integral offp(1,2) is
zero. For the particular choice offatt(r 12) given by Eq.~3!,
one has

a5
~4p!2

3
ed3. ~46!

Equation~44! is a fundamental equation of the isotropic sy
tem, from which by well known thermodynamic relation
one obtains

m~T,n!52kBT log 4p1md~n!2
a

4p
n; ~47!

p~T,n!5nmd~n!2 f d~T,n!2
a

8p
n2. ~48!
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 102Downloaded¬15¬Sep¬2007¬to¬131.215.225.9.¬Redistribution¬subjec
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Equation~47! is identical with Eq.~18! applied to the isotro-
pic system atv~r ,R̂)50. These results could also have bee
obtained by settingE50 andp50 in Eq. ~31!.

At a given temperature, the coexisting bulk densities a
determined by

m l~T,nl
eq!5mv~T,nv

eq!;
~49!

pl~T,nl
eq!5pv~T,nv

eq!,

where the subscriptsl and v refer to liquid and vapor, re-
spectively. The spinodal curve which divides the metastab
and unstable regions inT–n phase diagram is obtained by

]p

]n
50. ~50!

The critical point is located in the phase diagram by Eq.~50!
and

]2p

]n2
50, ~51!

with a numerical solution

yc5
p

6
d3nc'0.13 044;

~52!
1

kBTc
'14.135S p2d3

a D52.6503S 1e D .
TheT–n phase diagram is shown in Fig. 3.

III. SOLUTION METHOD FOR THE EQUILIBRIUM
PROFILES

GivenT/Tc and supersaturationS, defined as the ratio of
the metastable vapor pressure and the equilibrium vap
pressure, we can calculate, via Eqs.~47!–~49!, the chemical
potentialm of the system and the densities of the bulk liqui
nl and vapornv at that chemical potential. As mentioned in
Sec. II B, Eq.~43! is independent ofn(r ) and can be easily
solved numerically. The solution is substituted in Eq.~42!,
which is now an integral equation forn(r ) only and can be
solved by iteration. In the case of homogeneous nucleati

FIG. 3. The gas–liquid coexistence curve and the spinodal curve calcula
for the system composed of the dipole molecules. Density is normalized
d23.
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919Kusaka, Wang, and Seinfeld: Ion-induced nucleation
the equation to determine the density profilen(r ) has two
solutions. One is that of a metastable vapor, name
n(r )5nv . The other is that of a critical nucleus, which cor
responds to a saddle point in functional space. When an
is present in the vapor, the metastable profile exhibits solv
tion of the ion. This metastable nucleus was obtained
starting from the initial guessn(r )5nv . Iteration can be
repeated until the quantity

D[E drU dV

dn~r !U ~53!

becomes sufficiently small. The iteration process applicab
to a critical nucleus is described in detail by Oxtoby an
Evans.16 As the initial guess, we take the step function:

n~r !5H nl , r<R

nv , otherwise
. ~54!

If R is too small, the nucleus shrinks as the iteration pr
ceeds, while it grows ifR is too large. Starting from several
values ofR, it is possible to findR* such that the nucleus
neither shrinks nor grows as the iteration is repeated. O
solution method differs from that proposed by Oxtoby an
Evans16 in some details. Instead of monitoring the behavio
of V as a function of iteration number, we monitoredD. R*
was identified with that which yields, after some steps o
iteration,n(r ) that minimizesD. Then, thisn(r ) was used as
the initial guess in solving Eq.~42! more accurately by the
Newton–Raphson method, which was repeatedly applied u
til D becomes sufficiently small.

Finally, the boundary of the system is taken to be
sphere, the radius of which is sufficiently large so thatn(r )
attains its limiting valuenv there. As a results of the long
ranged nature of the monopole–dipole interaction,p(r ) may
not reach its limiting value of zero even atr 0 . The truncation
error thus introduced, however, exactly cancels out when t
difference is taken, as in the case of the reversible wo
calculation, between two states with the same value ofnv .

IV. RESULTS AND THEIR IMPLICATIONS

It is advantageous to normalize the equations by mod
parameters:d for the length scale;kBTc for the energy scale.
When the dipole–dipole interaction is ignored, the dipo
momentp0 and the chargeq of an ion can be lumped to-
gether to form a single dimensionless parameter

x[
p0q

d2kBTc
, ~55!

which is the ratio between the monopole–dipole interactio
energy at separationd, the diameter of a molecule, and the
thermal energy at the bulk critical point.x.0 corresponds to
nucleation either around a positive ion of molecules ea
with dipole pointing outward from its center, or around
negative ion of molecules each with dipole pointing towar
its center.

Typical values ofx are of the order of 10. Whenp051
D~Debye!, d53 Å, Tc5103 K, andq5e, where2e is the
charge of an electron,x'3.9. Our choice of parameters is
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uxu55, a50.1d, and the ionic radiusr ion5d. Later, the effect
of the values of these parameters on the reversible work
nucleation will be examined.

The absolute value of the average dipole moment dist
butionp(r ) is shown in Fig. 4. The sign ofp(r ) is the same
as that ofx. Near the ion, dipoles tend to line up with the
electric field, showingr22 decay for larger distance, as it
should. What is not shown in Fig. 4 is the case ofx50, when
Eq. ~43! has a trivial solutionp(r )[0. Figure 4 shows that
at a given distancer from the ion, the magnitude of the
average dipole moment is always larger whenx,0. This is
readily understood as follows. Suppose for a moment that t
dipole moment is placed outward with respect to the cent
of each molecule. The dipole moment in a molecule atr
tends to point toward a negative ion, thereby decreasing
distance from the ion, while it will point away from a posi-
tive ion, increasing its distance from the ion. For a give
value of uxu and at the fixed ion–molecule distance, the
monopole–dipole interaction is therefore stronger whenx,0
than whenx.0. As seen from Eq.~43!, T/Tc affectsp(r )
through the parameterx(T/Tc)

21. IncreasingT/Tc has the
same effect as decreasingx, as shown in Fig. 4. Stated dif-
ferently, the entropic contribution becomes more important
higherT/Tc , and the system prefers a less ordered state.

The number density distributionn(r ) is obtained from
Eq. ~42!. Figure 5~a! shows the solution atT/Tc50.65 and
supersaturationS53. Density profile for the case ofx,0 is
shown in Fig. 5~b! at the same temperature for several value
of supersaturation. Figures 5~c! and 5~d!, show similar re-
sults atT/Tc50.45.

As mentioned in Sec. III, a metastable profile shows so
vation of the ion. The exception is the case ofx50, corre-
sponding to nucleation on a neutral particle, for which th
profile shows a decrease in density near the particle. Th
volume exclusion effect is a result of the repulsive hard co
interaction between the particle of radiusr ion and the mol-
ecules. Although the effect exists for other cases as well, it
often overwhelmed by the attractive interaction between th
monopole and the dipoles. The general feature to be o
served is that at a given supersaturationS, the metastable
nucleus withx,0 is always larger than that withx.0, while

FIG. 4. The magnitude of an average dipole moment distribution at tw
different temperatures.r 0 is the radius of the system boundary. Distance is
normalized byd.
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920 Kusaka, Wang, and Seinfeld: Ion-induced nucleation
FIG. 5. ~a! Equilibrium density profiles atT/Tc50.65 andS53. The profiles with smaller values ofn(r ) correspond to the metastable nuclei, while those
with a larger values ofn(r ) represent the critical nuclei.r 0 is the radius of the system boundary. Distance is normalized byd. ~b! Variation of the density
profile with the supersaturationS. T/Tc50.65. ~c! Same as~a!, but for T/Tc50.45 andS530. ~d! Same as~b!, but for T/Tc50.45.
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the opposite is true for the critical nuclei. Also, the met
stable nucleus grows asS increases, while the critica
nucleus shrinks. To qualitatively understand such feature
is helpful to take a molecular point of view. An equilibrium
nucleus is then characterized as the one for which the rat
evaporation of molecules~per unit time unit area! and that of
condensation is balanced. The qualitative behavior of th
rates is shown schematically in Fig. 6, where we denote byN

FIG. 6. A schematic picture of the rate of evaporation~represented by the
curves! and condensation~represented by the horizontal lines! of molecules
per unit area of the nucleus. The abscissa represents the number of
ecules in the nucleus.
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the number of molecules within a nucleus. At a given tem-
perature, the physical state of the nucleus and therefore th
rate of evaporation are independent of the vapor pressur
While N is relatively small, the intermolecular interaction
energy per molecule increases~in its magnitude! as N in-
creases. Thus the rate is a monotonically decreasing functio
of N and approaches the bulk liquid value equal to the con
densation rate at saturation (S51) asN approaches infinity.
The condensation rate, on the other hand, is independent
N and is proportional to the vapor pressure orS. As shown in
Fig. 6, those two rates are equal whenN 5 NH* , andNH*
decreases asS increases, approaching order of one at the
spinodal~denoted bySmax!, where an infinitesimal fluctua-
tion in density promotes phase transition.

When an ion is introduced in a nucleus, it attracts mol-
ecules via the monopole–dipole interaction, thereby decrea
ing the evaporation rate. Since the electric field decays a
r22, the decrease should be most significant for smallN and
becomes negligible asN approaches infinity. As mentioned
in connection with Fig. 4, this attraction is stronger when
x,0 than whenx.0, which yields the curves forx.0 and
x,0 in Fig. 6. When the attraction between an ion and mol
ecules is sufficiently large, the condensation rate balances th
evaporation rate even whenS<1, which corresponds to va-
por solvation of the ion. From Fig. 6, it is clear that at a
given supersaturationS, a metastable nucleus is larger if
x,0, while the opposite is true for a critical nucleus. Figure
ol-
, No. 2, 8 January 1995¬to¬AIP¬license¬or¬copyright,¬see¬http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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921Kusaka, Wang, and Seinfeld: Ion-induced nucleation
6 also shows that asS increases, a metastable nucleus gro
while a critical nucleus shrinks, and that two nuclei coincid
meaning that the system reaches its stability limit, at t
supersaturation lower thanSmax. A similar figure is em-
ployed by Castlemanet al.20 in explaining the existence of a
metastable nucleus and the instability of the system at a
persaturation lower thanSmax.

Figure 7~a! shows the reversible workDV/kBT of nucle-
ation as a function of supersaturation. The reversible w
relevant here is that is required to form a critical nucle
from the metastable one. Figure 7 shows that the revers
work decreases asS is increased, and that ifxÞ0 it ap-
proaches zero beforeSmax is reached, which is consisten
with the qualitative prediction of Fig. 6. Figure 7~b! shows
the difference between the reversible workDV1/kBT of
nucleation withx.0 and that (DV2/kBT) with x,0. Figure
7~b! clearly shows the preference for the case ofx,0, influ-
encing the nucleation rate by a factor of 10–102. The ob-
served preference can be understood along the line of dis
sion given in connection with the average dipole distributi
p(r ). Figure 7~b! also shows a monotonic decrease
DV12DV2 with increasingS. To understand its implication,
let us rearrange this quantity as follows:

FIG. 7. ~a! The reversible work of nucleation. Three values ofSmax represent
the supersaturation at the stability limit. From the left, they correspond
the value atT/Tc50.65, atT/Tc50.55, and atT/Tc50.45, respectively.
~b! The difference in the reversible work reported in~a! between the case of
x.0 and that withx,0.
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DV12DV25~V1
critical2V2

critical!

2~V1
metastable2V2

metastable!. ~56!

For an equilibrium distribution ofp(r ) and n(r ), one may
combine Eq.~42! with Eq. ~39! to eliminate the double inte-
gral. Expanding the resulting expression forV1 around
n̄[(n11n2)/2 and p̄[(p12p2)/2, and that for V2

aroundn̄ and2 p̄, one finds

V12V2'
6

5
aup0qu E dr

n̄p̄2

r 3
1E dr @h1~ n̄,p̄!

3~n12n2!1n̄h2~ p̄!~p11p2!#, ~57!

whereh1 and h2 are certain functions. Noting thatp(r ) is
independent ofn(r ) and retaining only the leading term,

DV12DV2'
6

5
aup0qu E dr

p̄2

r 3
~ n̄critical2n̄metastable!.

~58!

It is clear that this quantity decreases monotonically asS is
increased.

The dependence of the reversible work on the values of
model parameters is shown in Figs. 8–10. Figure 8 shows
that the presence of the electric field always decreases the
reversible work of nucleation of dipolar molecules. Figure 9

to

FIG. 8. Effect of the value ofx on the reversible work.

FIG. 9. Dependence of the reversible work on the size of an ion. Distance is
normalized byd.
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922 Kusaka, Wang, and Seinfeld: Ion-induced nucleation
shows that the increase inr ion results in the increase of the
reversible work as well as in the decrease in sign dep
dence. This is expected since the increase inr ion causes the
increase in the monopole–dipole separation. However,
seen from Fig. 10, it is the asymmetric nature of molecu
that is directly responsible for the sign dependence of
reversible work. Figure 10 shows that the reversible work
the case ofx.0 increases asa is increased, while it de-
creases ifx,0. Such a trend can be readily understood
noting that a larger value ofa implies larger monopole–
dipole separation ifx.0 and smaller separation ifx,0 for a
given ion–molecule separation. Equation~26! shows that, in
the weak electric field limit,p;p0q. From Eqs.~55! and
~58!, one finds

DV12DV2;auxu3. ~59!

Such dependence onuxu anda is clearly seen in Figs. 11~a!
and 11~b!.

In our calculation, the dipole–dipole interaction has be
ignored for computational convenience. To examine the
lidity of this approximation, we calculated its contribution t
the grand potential of the system. As a self-consisten
check, we use the equilibrium profilep(r ) andn(r ) obtained
by neglecting the dipole–dipole interaction. In Eq.~31!,
when the integrations with respect tor2 are carried out,

vatt~r1!5
1

2 E dr2n~r2!H~r 122d!fatt~r 12! ~60!

and

vp~r1!5
1

2 E dr2 n~r2!H~r 122d!S Fab
p ~r12!

1
3

5
a

]Fab
p

]xg
U
r5r12

@pg~r2!2pg~r1!# D
3pa~r1!pb~r2! ~61!

can be, respectively, regarded as the contributions to the
energy per molecule due to the intermolecular interactio
fatt(r 12) andfp(1,2). Figure 12 shows these quantities a
functions ofr 1 . vp can be shown to scale asxp0/qd. When

FIG. 10. Effect of asymmetry of a molecule upon the sign preference of
reversible work of ion-induced nucleation. Distance is normalized byd.
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p051 D, d53 Å, andq5e, we havep0/qd'0.07. InFig.
12, we have chosenp0/qd50.1. Thecontribution due to
fp(1,2) is, in fact, quite small compared to that from
fatt(r 12), justifying our approximations of ignoring the
dipole–dipole interactions.

he

FIG. 11. ~a! Dependence of the sign effect of the reversible work onuxu. The
value of the coefficientc is determined to match the computed value of
(DV12DV2)/kBT at uxu51. ~b! Dependence of the sign effect of the re-
versible work ona. Distance is normalized byd.

FIG. 12. The free energy densities resulting from the dipole–dipole inte
action (vp) and that due tofatt ~denoted byvatt!. r 0 is the radius of the
system boundary. Distance is normalized byd.
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923Kusaka, Wang, and Seinfeld: Ion-induced nucleation
V. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have shown that the sign preference
ion-induced nucleation can be explained in terms of th
asymmetric nature of the molecular interactions. Consiste
treatment of such molecular characteristics is achieved
means of a statistical mechanical density functional theo
by which the grand potential is given in terms of two orde
parameters, the number densityn(r ) of molecules, and the
average dipole moment distributionp(r ). When the intensive
state of the supersaturated vapor is specified, the stationa
condition of the grand potential uniquely determines a crit
cal nucleus and a metastable nucleus for given values
model parameters. The calculated reversible work shows
preference toward the case ofx,0, influencing the nucle-
ation rate by a factor of 10–102 for some realistic values of
the model parameters employed in this paper.

In the present work, ions are assumed to be the on
source of the electric field within the system. A uniform elec
tric field is often applied, however, to selectively introduc
ions with a particular sign. Rabeony and Mirabel5 were the
first to draw attention to the effect of a uniform electric field
on the rate of nucleation. They reported a decrease in
number of nucleation events as the applied field was i
creased. A similar decrease was reported by Katzet al.,21

though they clearly demonstrated that the nucleation ra
which was identified as the number of nucleation events d
vided by the time during which ions stay in the nucleatio
zone, was independent of the applied field. On the oth
hand, an increase in the nucleation events was reported
He and Hopke22 and El-Shall and Kane.23 Although a ther-
mal diffusion cloud chamber was used in all of these expe
ments, the disagreement among them seems to arise from
different techniques of introducing ions into the nucleatio
zone.

In the experiments reported by Rabeony and Mirabel,5 a
sign effect is observed only in the presence of this unifor
field. However, Adachiet al.6 observed an apparent sign ef
fect in the absence of the field. Their Fig. 9 indicates that t
sign preference in the nucleation rate becomes less sign
cant as supersaturation increases, in agreement with our p
diction @see Fig. 7~b!#. Such dependence of the sign prefe
ence on supersaturation is also reported by El-Shall a
Kane.23

In trying to make quantitative comparisons with exper
ment, we note the following points. First, model paramete
such ase andd are easily determined from the critical poin
data, assuming that the substance is well described by
law of corresponding states with two parameters. The dipo
momentp0 can be either related to the bulk dielectric con
stants or found in a handbook. The value ofa that plays such
an important role in producing the sign effect, however,
not available in general.

Second, ions present in the experiments are often co
plex molecules such as H1~H2O!n rather than ionized atoms.
Then, the ion itself must be treated by means of statistic
mechanics. Also, an ion would interact with the condensin
molecules via a van der Waals type interaction as well. T
latter can be treated in the current theory by simply replaci
Eq. ~19! by the appropriate expression.
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We have characterized an ion by its charge and radiu
and the ion–molecule interaction is assumed to be pure
electrostatic. Such an idealization is acceptable for those io
that have the same electronic structure as that of nob
gases.24,25 On the other hand, one would not expect the
present theory to be applicable to a system where the chem
cal nature of the interaction between the ion and molecule
plays an important role.26 If, however, the effect on the grand
potential due to such chemical characteristics is insensitiv
to the size of a nucleus, it will cancel out on calculating the
reversible work of nucleation. In fact, Katzet al.21 found
that, within the accuracy of their experiment, the nucleatio
rate dependence on the ion characteristics is insignificant.
is therefore interesting to examine the validity of the curren
theory against the experimental data, assuming that values
all the model parameters are known.

We have avoided the explicit consideration of the fluc
tuation of an ion within the nucleus by taking the position of
the point charge as the origin. Implicit in our calculation is
the assumption that the system is, on average, spherica
symmetric around the ion. More rigorously, one could trea
the system as a binary in which the ion is the second com
ponent with extremely low concentration.

Our calculations at this stage are largely qualitative bot
in the model representation of the system and in the theore
cal treatment. Further improvement on both fronts can b
envisaged. For example, the model can incorporate the p
larizability of molecules, nonspherical charge distribution in
an ion, etc. Also, a better treatment of the pair distribution
function than that of Eq.~15! will undoubtedly give a better
description of the structure of the fluid near the ion or inter
face. Nevertheless, it is clear that some of the most importa
characteristics of ion-induced nucleation have been captur
in the present theory, which forms a basis for explaining thi
well known phenomenon that has hitherto remained inexpl
cable within the classical framework.
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